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INPUT DEVICE - BUTTON CONNECTION - USB POWER

INPUT DEVICE COMPLETE, TESTING HASbegun
OUTPUT DEVICE - WIRELESS - LCD - RECHARGEABLE

OUTPUT DEVICE COMPLETE, TESTING HAS BEGUN, CONTRAST & BRIGHTNESS NEED ADJUSTING
FLASH ENVIRONMENT
FLASH ENVIRONMENT WORKING, SCENES SELECTABLE, OUTPUT MESSAGES DISPLAY
Budget

- We began with a budget of $750.00
- We made 7 purchase orders for a total expenditure of $369.85
- Our purchases included an X-Keys Matrix Board, 2 enclosures, 2 batteries, a charger, and a sheet of ABS material
- Our remaining budget is $380.15
hours worked

- Ryan worked 24 hours
- Tristan worked 16 hours
- Kyle worked 15 hours
On The Horizon...

For the upcoming week we plan on completing the Flash program, continuing testing on the output device and the input device.